New Aviation Partnership in Italy

On 30 December 2017, ALISPORT Srl reached an agreement with SEA-AVIO
SA and AEROTEC INNOVATION Srl, creating a new Aviation group in Italy,
active in the engineering, production and information of innovative aircrafts
and its components.
With this partnership a new manufacturing capacity is created and 4 models
for light sport aviation are offered equipped with thermal and electric
propulsion unit.
AEROTEC INNOVATION brings its 2 top models, RISEN and SIREN, new
carbon light aircraft of the latest generation, characterized by high efficiency
qualifications and aeronautical development of excellence, already winners of
the speed world record in 2015 and other aeronautical achievement like never
before, with several international awards and recognition. ALISPORT, with the
recent development and evolution of its historic SILENT self-launching
motorglider, brings its expertise in the construction of composite material and
electric propulsion in addition to the experience in the production of propellers,
IDROVARIO line, already appreciated and sold since many years all over the
world. The newborn group will benefit from the synergies arising from the coproduction of their aircrafts, converging each single production capacity.

SEA-AVIO SA is the holding operating company founded by Ing. Alberto Porto
to independently support the development of its aircraft.
AEROTEC INNOVATION Srl is owner of the intellectual property of the
models RISEN and SIREN aircraft and will be in charge of marketing of its
models.
ALISPORT Srl is an historical company for almost 25 years active in the
production and development of the SILENT self-launchers with autonomous
take-off.

From 01 January 2018 ing. Alberto Porto will be Sole Director of ALISPORT
Srl.

Ing. Cesare Beretta, previous Alisport Director, commented on the
agreement:
"I am happy that ALISPORT, a company founded by my father since 1994,
finds development and continuity in the newly formed group. SILENT together
with RISEN AND SIREN, great quality aircraft, not only represent a sure
reference to the highest quality mission of the new group, but will also enlarge
ALISPORT market offer, while benefiting in the unified production capacity for a
better efficiency and economic return of the group ".
Ing. Alberto Porto, formerly Sole Director of AEROTEC INNOVATION Srl
and SEA AVIO SA commented on the agreement just reached:
"The agreement is the natural development of our 2 companies, both of which
are involved in the engineering and manufacture of excellent aircraft. Together
with ALISPORT we will certainly be able to improve market supply and
manufacturing efficiency, maximizing quality and efficiency. The new group
endeavor is to bring back to Italy its ancient Aviation excellence now lost since
more than 50 years ".
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